We show that chaotic spreading sequences generated by ergodic mappings of Chebyshev orthogonal polynomials have better correlation properties for CDMA than the optimal binary sequences (Gold sequences) in the sense of ensemble average.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the applications of chaos to practical communication systems are gaining attention. Here, we investigate correlation properties of some ideal chaotic signals for their use as spreading sequences in CDMA.
MODEL AND THEORY
We consider chaotic spreading sequences for CDMA as follows.
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Here, T ( z ) is assumed to be one of Chebyshev polynomials 
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Here, & , j is the Kronecker delta function. It is known that these periodic orbits of ergodic dynamical systems are distributed according to the ergodic invariant measure. Thus, we can estimate a mean energy of spreading sequences Thus, with the use of the Gaussian assumption for K -1 interference noises, we finally obtain the mean SNR denoted by Rchaos(K) as fOllOWS:
On the other hand, the mean SNR for Gold sequences obtained by Tamura, Nakano, and Okazaki[S] is given by
Thus, we show the following relations about mean SNR between chaotic spreading sequences and Gold sequences.
lim RGold(K)/Rchaos(K) = 1,
N -t w
which exhibits a fact that suitable chaotic sequences can have better correlation properties for CDMA than the optimal binary sequences. Our estimation of SNR for chaotic sequences is also applied to other chaotic maps with explicit invariant measures [4, 5, 61.
CONCLUSION
We elucidate a correlation merit of chaotic spreading sequences by using the orthogonal properties of Chebyshev ergodic maps.
